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Abstract

During the past three decades, f-electron materials have proven to be a rich reservoir of novel electronic states and extraordinary
superconducting and magnetic phenomena, many of which are surveyed in this paper. The electronic states described include the
non-magnetic Kondo many-body singlet, valence fluctuation, heavy fermion, and non-Fermi liquid states. The superconducting and
magnetic phenomena recounted include reentrant superconductivity due to the Kondo effect or the onset of ferromagnetic order, the
sinusoidally modulated magnetic state that coexists with superconductivity in ferromagnetic superconductors, coexistence of superconduc-
tivity and antiferromagnetic order, pressure-induced demagnetization of rare earth ions in dilute and concentrated rare earth systems, and
anisotropic superconductivity in which the energy gap vanishes at points or on lines on the Fermi surface, possibly mediated by spin
fluctuations, in heavy fermion f-electron and high-T cuprate superconductors. The temperature vs. pressure or composition phasec

diagrams of f-electron compounds and high-T cuprate superconductors in the vicinity of their antiferromagnetic quantum critical pointsc

are briefly compared.  2000 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction ordinary superconducting and magnetic phenomena. I
think it is fair to say that the wealth of spectacular and

It is a great honor to have been selected for the 9th largely unexpected discoveries that have emerged from the
Frank H. Spedding Award for research on the rare earths. worldwide research effort on f-electron materials during
This award is a real tribute to a long list of talented the past three decades has exceeded our wildest expecta-
individuals with whom I have been privileged to work on tions. It has indeed been rewarding to have participated in
the physics of f-electron materials throughout my career. this exciting enterprise. Some of the electronic states and
Included in this list are many bright young graduate superconducting and magnetic phenomena that have been
students and postdoctoral researchers who have passed discovered are listed below in Section 2.
through our laboratory at UCSD, as well as numerous I first became involved in research on rare earth
colleagues and collaborators at UCSD and other institu- materials in 1967 when I was a graduate student at UCSD
tions throughout the world. working in the laboratory of Prof. Bernd T. Matthias. At

The title of this paper, ‘Three decades of prospecting for that time, the behavior of rare earth ions in metals was
novel electronic states and phenomena in f-electron materi- thought to be well understood. Because the hybridization
als,’ reflects several aspects of my relationship with rare of localized 4f and conduction electron states for most rare
earth and actinide materials throughout my research career: earth ions is weak and the electronic correlations within
My fascination with f-electron materials has spanned more the 4f shell are strong, rare earth (R) ions in metals were
than three decades, an integral part of my research generally found to display the same ionic local magnetic
activities over the years can be described as a type of behavior as they did in insulators: (i) the magnetic
‘prospecting,’ and f-electron materials have proven to be a susceptibility usually conforms to a Curie–Weiss law at
literal ‘gold mine’ of new electronic states and extra- high temperatures; (ii) the magnetic susceptibility of Sm

and Eu ions exhibit Van Vleck anomalies due to the small
multiplet splittings of these ions; and (iii) the magnetic*Fax: 11-585-534-1241.

E-mail address: mbmaple@ucsd.edu (M.B. Maple) susceptibility and specific heat display features (Schottky
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anomalies in the case of the specific heat) that are terials are referred to as hybridization gap semiconductors
associated with crystalline electric field (CEF) splitting of or Kondo insulators).
the R ion’s Hunds’ rule multiplet. As a result, metallic rare
earth systems were regarded as rather uninteresting, espe-

2.2. Superconducting and magnetic phenomenacially with respect to the formation of localized magnetic
moments in metals. At the time, magnetic moment forma-

Extraordinary superconducting and magnetic phenomenation in metals was a major unsolved problem in condensed
include: (i) the destruction of superconductivity at amatter physics in which transition metals held center stage.
second critical temperature T ,T , where T is thec2 c1 c1After learning about the experiments Dieter Wohlleben and
superconducting critical temperature (referred to as reen-I had been performing in the early 1970s on magnetic
trant superconductivity) in a superconducting materialmoment formation of rare earth ions in metals, the late
containing paramagnetic impurities that exhibits the KondoPeter Wohlfarth, coinventor of the famous Stoner–Woh-
effect; (ii) the coexistence of superconductivity and anti-lfarth model of itinerant ferromagnetism and a leading
ferromagnetic order; (iii) the destruction of superconduc-figure in the field of magnetism, exhorted: ‘‘The rare earths
tivity by the onset of ferromagnetic order at a secondare for boys; the transition metals are for men!’’ While the
critical temperature T &u , T , where u is the Curiec2 c c1 cjudgement of our friend Peter Wohlfarth was usually right
temperature and T is the superconducting critical tem-c1on the mark, I believe that research during the past three
perature: (iv) the development of a new sinusoidallydecades has demonstrated that his assessment of the rare 2 ˚modulated magnetic state with a wavelength l|10 A thatearths was incorrect — in fact, the rare earths are for men,
coexists with superconductivity in a narrow temperaturetoo!
range above T due to superconducting–ferromagneticc2This paper is based on the 9th Frank H. Spedding Award
interactions; (v) magnetic field-induced superconductivityLecture given by the author at the 22nd Rare Earth
(known as the Jaccarino–Peter effect); (vi) an unconven-Research Conference in Argonne, IL. Some of the remark-
tional superconducting state in which electrons are pairedable electronic states and superconducting and magnetic
in singlet or triplet spin states with angular momentumphenomena that have been discovered in f-electron materi-
greater than 0, possibly mediated by antiferromagnetic orals during the past three decades were briefly surveyed in
ferromagnetic spin fluctuations (believed to occur in high-this lecture. The survey was made from a personal,
T cuprate, heavy fermion, and organic superconductors);chistorical perspective, drawing primarily upon examples
and (vii) multiple superconducting phases in heavy ferm-from the author’s research, and is recounted in the
ion superconductors.following.

2. Electronic states and superconducting and 3. Paramagnetic impurities in superconductors
magnetic phenomena

My first encounter with rare earth materials was in the
Listed below are some of the more notable electronic late 1960s when I embarked on studies of the effect of

states and superconducting and magnetic phenomena that paramagnetic impurities on superconductivity. This work
have been discovered in f-electron materials during the was motivated by the experiments of Matthias, Suhl and
past three decades. Most of these electronic states and Corenzwit in 1958 [1] which revealed that the substitution
phenomena are considered in this paper. of R ions with partially filled 4f electron shells into the

superconducting element La, which has a superconducting
2.1. Electronic states critical temperature T of |6 K in its fcc phase, produces ac

rapid and nearly linear depression of T with R impurityc
Novel electronic states include: (i) an intermediate concentration n. Furthermore, it was found that the initial

valence state in which a rare earth ion with a partially rate of depression of T with n, (2dT /dn) , has ac c n50
filled 4f-electron shell undergoes temporal fluctuations maximum in the middle of the R series at R5Gd, where
between two integral valence states that differ by one the 4f electron shell is half-filled, and correlates with the
electron; (ii) a metallic heavy electron (or heavy fermion) spin S, rather than the effective moment, m , of the R ion.eff
state in which the conduction electrons have enormous This lead Herring [2] and Suhl and Matthias [3] to suggest
effective masses as high as several hundred times the mass that the exchange interaction between the conduction
of the free electron; (iii) a low-temperature non-Fermi electron spin s and the total angular momentum J 5 L 1 S
liquid state in which the physical properties have tempera- of the R ion’s Hund’s rule multiplet is responsible for the
ture and frequency dependences that violate the Fermi depression of T . For R ions, the Hamiltonian * describ-c ex
liquid paradigm; and (iv) an insulating phase with a small ing the exchange interaction has the form:
energy gap of several meV due to hybridization of local-
ized f-electron and conduction electron states (these ma- * 5 2 2( g 2 1))J ? s (1)ex J
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´where g is the Lande g-factor of the R ion and ) is the of T with Ce concentration is due to the large negativeJ c

exchange interaction parameter. According to calculations contribution to the exchange interaction and the occurrence
based on this interaction within the framework of the pair of the Kondo effect with T |T , where T is the KondoK co K

breaking theory of Abrikosov and Gor’kov (AG) [4,5], the temperature and T is the T of the La or LaAl matrixco c 2

initial rate of depression of T , (2dT /dn) , should be (see below).c c n50
2 2proportional to ) $(R), where $(R) ; ( g 2 1) J(J 1 1) These experiments also yielded some stunning surprises.J

is the deGennes factor [6]. The variation of (2dT /dn) For example, we found that the curve of T vs. Gdc n50 c

with R for the La R system scales with the function concentration n for the La Gd Al system could be well12x x 12x x 2
2$(R) if ) is assumed to decrease slightly with increasing represented by the AG pair breaking theory [4,5] for

R atomic number, except for Ce where (2dT /dn) is superconductors containing paramagnetic impurities [9],c n50

anomalously large [1]. Our investigations of the effect of providing the first confirmation of the AG theoretical
substituted R ions on superconductivity of LaAl , which calculation of the superconducting–normal phase bound-2

has a T of 3.3 K, revealed a variation of (2dT /dn) ary. Shown in Fig. 2 is a plot of T /T vs. n /n for thec c n50 c co cr

with R similar to that of La R , with a corresponding La Gd Al system; T is the T of the LaAl host12x x 12x x 2 co c 2

anomalously large rate of depression of T with n for compound (x50) and n is the critical concentrationc cr

R5Ce [7]. The (2dT /dn) vs. R data for both La R where T vanishes. The solid line which has been fitted toc n50 12x x c

and La R Al , normalized to the value for Gd, are the T /T vs. n /n data is the AG theoretical curve. Also12x x 2 c co cr

displayed in Fig. 1 [7,8]. shown in Fig. 2 are the Curie–Weiss temperatures u ,p

The anomalous depression of T with n for Ce sub- plotted as u /T vs. n /n , for the La Gd Al systemc p co cr 12x x 2

stituents in La and LaAl is associated with the hybridiza- where the solid line is a guide to the eye [9,10]. Apparent-2

tion of the localized 4f electron states of Ce and the ly, interactions between the Gd magnetic moments are
conduction electron states [8]. The hybridization generates sufficiently weak in this system to allow the AG theory to
a large negative contribution to the exchange interaction of be tested to concentrations in the vicinity of n .cr

the form: Another surprise, which emerged from electrical resis-
tivity measurements in the normal state of the

2) | 2 kV l /´ (2) La Ce Al system, performed in collaboration withkf f 12x x 2

Zachary Fisk, was the occurrence of a Kondo effect, as
where V is the matrix element which admixes Ce 4f and evidenced by a minimum in r(T ) at low temperatures [11].kf

conduction electron states, ´ 5 E 2 E is the f-electron The Ce impurity contribution to r(T ) was found to divergef F f

binding energy, E is the Fermi energy, and E is the as 2ln T with decreasing T down to |1 K, indicating aF f

energy of the centroid of the f state. The large depression low Kondo temperature T &1 K. The Kondo temperatureK

Fig. 1. Initial rate of depression of the superconducting critical temperature T with paramagnetic impurity concentration n, (2dT /dn) , vs. rare earth Rc c n50

impurity for the La R and La R Al systems. After Refs. [7,8].12x x 12x x 2
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Fig. 2. Reduced superconducting critical temperature T /T vs. reduced Gd impurity concentration n /n for the La Gd Al system. The value of thec co cr 12x x 2

superconducting critical temperature T of the LaAl host compound is 3.3 K, while the value of the critical concentration n , where T 50, is 0.59 at.%co 2 rc c

Gd. The line denoted AG is the theoretical curve of Abrikosov and Gor’kov [4,5] that has been fitted to the data. Inset: Curie–Weiss temperatures up

determined from magnetic susceptibility measurements, plotted as u /T vs. n /n . The line through the data is a guide to the eye. After Refs. [9,10].p co cr

is a characteristic temperature that separates high-tempera- are identified with letters [13]. Subsequently, we discov-
ture magnetic behavior, where x(T ) behaves as a Curie– ered reentrant superconductivity in the (La Th ) Ce12y y 12x x

Weiss law, from low-temperature non-magnetic behavior, system in the low Th concentration range 0,y#0.25 [14].
where x(T ) approaches a constant value. A physical The Kondo anomalies in the normal state properties of the
picture of the non-magnetic groundstate that has emerged La Ce Al system have also been well characterized and12x x 2

from theories of the Kondo effect involves the gradual used to test theoretical models of the Kondo effect. Shown
formation as T decreases through T of a many-body in Fig. 4 are specific heat C vs. T data for a La Ce AlK 12x x 2

singlet groundstate in which the spin of each paramagnetic alloy (x50.064) in various magnetic fields up to 38 kOe
impurity ion is screened by antiferromagnetically aligned [15]. Curves (a)–(c), which have been drawn to fit more
spins of the conduction electrons. At the time, we felt accurate data for a La Ce Al alloy with x50.0906,12x x 2

somewhat uneasy about this result, since this was the first correspond to an entropy of R ln(2) per mol Ce, showing
31time a Kondo effect had been observed in a system in that the Ce ground state is a doublet. Curve (d) is

which the host was a compound, rather than an element. consistent with calculations of Bloomfield and Hamann
Of course, in retrospect, it now seems perfectly reasonable. [16] for S51/2 and T 50.42 K. The two zero-fieldK

Further investigations of the La Ce Al system re- superconducting critical temperatures T and T are12x x 2 c1 c2

vealed the phenomenon of reentrant superconductivity, indicated by arrows in the figure.
wherein a sample within a certain range of Ce impurity Several experiments were conducted in collaboration
concentrations becomes superconducting below a critical with John Huber on superconducting matrix–impurity
temperature T and then loses its superconductivity below systems in which the impurity ion exhibited non-magneticc1

a second critical temperature T [12,13]. The destruction behavior at superconducting temperatures (i.e. T <T ,c2 co o

of superconductivity at T is associated with the competi- where T is a characteristic temperature that separatesc2 o

tion between singlet spin pairing of electrons in the low-temperature non-magnetic behavior from high-tem-
superconducting state with characteristic energy k T and perature magnetic behavior, such as the Kondo tempera-B c

the formation of the Kondo many-body singlet state ture T ). We found that the T vs. n curves have positiveK c

involving the conduction electrons and each Ce impurity curvature and could be described by a modified exponen-
ion with characteristic energy k T . Shown in Fig. 3(a) tial relation of the form:B K

and (b), respectively, are AC magnetic susceptibility vs. T 5 T exp[2An /(1 2 Dn)] (3)c cotemperature data and the reentrant T vs. n curve of thec

La Ce Al system. The values of T in Fig. 3(b) and the which had been proposed by Kaiser [17] who considered12x x 2 c

transition curves in Fig. 3(a) from which they were inferred the effect of non-magnetic resonant d- and f-electron states
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Fig. 3. (a) Normalized transition signal, based on AC magnetic susceptibility measurements, vs. temperature for the La Ce Al system. (b) Reduced12x x 2

superconducting critical temperature T /T vs. Ce impurity concentration n for the La Ce Al system. The value of the superconducting criticalc co 12x x 2

temperature T of the LaAl host compound is 3.3 K. The data identified by letters are derived from the corresponding transition curves in (a). After Ref.co 2

[13].

of impurity ions on superconductivity. Shown in Fig. 5 are Reentrant superconductivity associated with the Kondo
plots of T /T vs. n /n for three systems [18] in which effect was predicted to occur in the limit T < T , wherec co o K co

T 4T , Th U [19], Th Ce [20], and Al Mn T is the critical temperature of the superconducting hosto co 12x x 12x x 12x x co

¨[21]. An interesting example of the Kondo effect in the metal, by Muller–Hartmann and Zittartz (MHZ) [22] and
electrical resistivity is found in the Th U system [19]. Ludwig and Zuckermann (LZ) [23]. MHZ and LZ ob-12x x

Shown in Fig. 6 are: (a) r vs. T data for Th U samples tained exponential-like curves of T vs. n in the limit12x x c

with x50, 0.01, 0.015 and 0.02, in which the resistivity T 4 T . Calculations of Zuckermann [24] and MHZK co
2minimum phenomenon is evident; and (b) Dr vs. T data, [24] for the initial depression of T with n, (2dT /dn) ,c c n50

where Dr(x,T ) 5 r(x,T ) 2 r(0,T ) is the U contribution to yielded a maximum as a function of T /T at T /T ¯K co K co

the resistivity, that can be described by the relation 10.
2

Dr(x,T ) 5 Dr(x,0)[1 2 (T /T ) ] with T ¯100 K, consis- From our studies of the La Ce Al system, we foundK K 12x x 2

tent with the local Fermi liquid behavior expected for the that the resistivity minimum persisted to x51 [26,27],
Kondo effect at low temperatures T < T [19]. suggesting that CeAl exhibited a Kondo effect itself!K 2
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Shown in Fig. 7 are plots of: (a) the inverse magnetic
21susceptibility x vs. temperature T for CeAl ; and (b) the2

electrical resistivity r vs. T curves for CeAl and LaAl2 2

[27]. The deviation in x(T ) from Curie–Weiss behavior
below |100 K is due to crystalline electric field (CEF)
splitting of the J55/2 Hund’s rule multiplet into a G7

doublet ground state and a G quartet excited state with a8

splitting of |100 K, while the cusp-like feature at 3.5 K is
due to antiferromagnetic ordering. We attributed the rapid
drop in r(T ) with decreasing T to the thermal depopulation
of the G quartet excited state, the resistivity minimum8

followed by the increase of r(T ) with decreasing T to the
Kondo effect, and the sharp drop with decreasing T at
|3.5 K to the decrease in the spin disorder resistivity
associated with antiferromagnetic ordering. Before we
were able to publish our findings, however, similar results
were reported by van Daal and Buschow [28,29]. They
were kind enough to acknowledge our work in a sub-
sequent publication [30].

4. Pressure-induced demagnetization of rare earthFig. 4. Heat capacity DC /n of a La Ce Al alloy (x50.064) vs.12x x 2 ionstemperature T in various magnetic fields up to 38 kOe. Curves (a)–(c),
which have been drawn to fit more accurate data for a La Ce Al alloy12x x 2

with x50.0906, correspond to an entropy of R ln 2 per mol Ce, showing The application of high pressure turned out to be a
31that the Ce ground state is a doublet. Curve (d) is consistent with particularly useful way of investigating novel phenomena

calculations of Bloomfield and Hamann [16] for S51/2 and T 50.42 K.K in f-electron materials. One of my first assignments inThe two zero-field superconducting critical temperatures are indicated.
1963 as a young graduate student in the Matthias groupAfter Ref. [15].
was to design a high-pressure cell for studying supercon-

Fig. 5. Reduced superconducting critical temperature T /T vs. reduced impurity concentration n /n for the Th Ce , Th U , and Al Mn systems.c co o 12x x 12x x 12x x

The solid lines represent the modified exponential relation given in the figure that describes the weakening of superconducting electron pairs by
non-magnetic localized states [17]. The values of the characteristic (or Kondo) temperature T , superconducting critical temperature of the host T , and theo co

scaling concentration n are indicated in the figure. After Ref. [18].o
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Fig. 6. (a) Electrical resistivity r vs. temperature T of Th U alloys with x50, 0.005, 0.01 and 0.02 at low temperatures. (b) Incremental resistivity12x x
2

Dr(x,T ) 5 r(x,T ) 2 r(0,T ) vs. T of Th U alloys with x50.005, 0.01 and 0.02. After Ref. [19].12x x

ductors under pressure for a postdoctoral research physi- range, performed in collaboration with Kang-Soo Kim,
cist, T. Fred Smith. I benefited from the advice of Prof. Jon revealed that the Ce impurities, which were magnetic and

¨Olsen of ETH, Zurich, an expert in high-pressure studies produced a Kondo effect at atmospheric pressure, appeared
of superconductors, who was visiting the Matthias group to undergo a continuous demagnetization under pressure.
during the 1963–1964 academic year. He referred me to We inferred this from the behavior of the pressure depen-
the famous paper of Chester and Jones [31] in which the dence of the rate of depression of T by the Ce additionsc

‘clamped’ piston–cylinder high-pressure cell was de- which initially increased, passed through a maximum, and
scribed. I designed a piston–cylinder clamp device that then decreased. This is illustrated in Fig. 8 which shows Tc

was constructed in the UCSD campus machine shop and vs. pressure for the system La Ce with several con-12x x

later used by Fred Smith to perform a beautiful series of centrations x of Ce. The T (P) data above 20 kbar werec

measurements of the pressure dependence of T of a derived from resistivity measurements under pressurec

number of interesting superconducting materials including using the Bridgman anvil technique in collaboration with
¨elements, such as Re and U, and the A15 compounds, the Jorg Wittig, a postdoctoral research physicist from Ger-

class of superconductors with the highest T ’s prior to the many, who was visiting the Matthias group at the time.c

advent of the cuprates. The clamp device I designed The data for the La Ce sample with x50.02 are12x x

(overdesigned!) was so massive and robust that it served as particularly striking; the application of pressure drives Tc

the principal research tool for the Ph.D. thesis research of to zero at about 5 kbar, T remains zero up to |15 kbar,c

several graduate students in Matthias’ group and, later, my whereupon superconductivity reappears and T increasesc

own group, and is still used today! with pressure. These results can be interpreted in terms of
an increase of T , and, in turn, the ratio T /T , withK K co

4.1. Dilute rare earth systems pressure. As T /T increases under pressure, the initialK co

depression of T with x is expected to increase, passc

In the late 1960s, I employed the piston–cylinder clamp through a maximum, and then decrease, according the
technique to study several superconductors containing Ce theory of MHZ [25]. However, at the highest pressures,

6impurities: La In [32], La [33] and LaAl [34]. Measure- such large values of T are required (|10 K!) that we3 2 K

ments of the AC magnetic susceptibility of the systems concluded that the Ce 4f state must demagnetize within the
La Ce In and La Ce under pressure in the 20 kbar context of the Friedel–Anderson model. In later work, we32x x 12x x
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with pressure through measurements of the normal state
electrical resistivity as a function of pressure for the
La Ce [39] and Y Ce [40] systems.12x x 12x x

4.2. Concentrated rare earth systems

In 1971, Dieter Wohlleben and I developed a technique
for performing magnetization measurements on weakly
magnetic materials using the Faraday method in conjunc-
tion with small clamped high-pressure cells that could be
suspended from a microbalance in an inhomogeneous
magnetic field [41]. We employed this technique in a
number of investigations including the pressure-induced
demagnetization of Ce metal [42] and SmS [43], discussed
in the following, and the effect of pressure on the
magnetization and Curie temperature of the weak fer-
romagnets ZrZn [44] and UPt [45].2

4.2.1. Pressure-induced demagnetization of a one-
electron 4f shell in a metal

We first applied the technique we had developed for
making magnetic measurements under pressure using the
Faraday method to Ce metal. We measured the magnetic
susceptibility x of Ce at room temperature vs. pressure P
up to |18 kbar through the hysteretic g–a phase transition
that occurs at |8 kbar with increasing pressure and then at
|10 kbar in the a-phase as a function of temperature
between |0.4 K and room temperature [42]. The x(P) data
at room temperature exhibited a sharp decrease (increase)
in x at |8 kbar (|6 kbar) with increasing (decreasing)
pressure, while the x vs. T data at |10 kbar displayed
Pauli-like behavior, reflecting the non-magnetic character
of a-Ce. This experiment provided a direct demonstration
of the pressure-induced demagnetization of a one-electron
4f shell in a concentrated rare earth metallic system. Also,

21Fig. 7. Inverse magnetic susceptibility x vs. temperature for CeAl2 we noted that the valence of the non-magnetic a-phase of
(upper panel) and electrical resistivity r vs. temperature for CeAl and a2 Ce is 13.7 at room temperature, according to estimates byLaAl reference (lower panel). After Ref. [27].2

Gschneidner and Smoluchowski [46] and Franceschi and
Olcese [47].

found that a similar demagnetization of the Ce 4f state
occurs in the La Ce system when Th is substituted for 4.2.2. Pressure-induced demagnetization of a many-12x x

La. With increasing Th concentration y in the electron 4f shell in a metal
(La Th ) Ce system, the rate of the initial depression After we had completed our x(P) measurements on Ce12y y 12x x

of T with Ce concentration passes through a pronounced metal, we became aware of a paper by Jayaraman et al.c

maximum and T vs. n changes continuously from curves [48] in which it was reported that the compound SmSc

with negative curvature and reentrant behavior to curves undergoes a similar discontinuous and hysteretic transition
with positive curvature and exponential-like shapes [14]. under pressure at |6.5 kbar (|1.5 kbar) with increasing
Concomitantly, the normal state magnetic susceptibility (decreasing) pressure from a semiconducting ‘black’ phase
[35] and electrical resistivity [36] evolve continuously to a metallic ‘gold’ phase [49]. The transition was accom-
from magnetic to non-magnetic behavior. A self-consistent panied by a large decrease in volume (DV/V|28%)
analysis of the rates of the initial depression of T with n without change in the NaCl crystal structure. In the low-c

and the value of the specific heat jump at T showed that pressure semiconducting phase, the Sm ions are divalentc

the MHZ theory provides a good description of the data and electrical conductivity occurs via thermal activation of
2from T /T ¯ 0.1 to 10 [37,38]. localized electrons from the Sm 4f electron shells into theK co

We independently confirmed the increase of T with conduction band with a small activation energy of |0.2 eVK

pressure inferred from the behavior of the depression of T [50]. The Sm 4f electron shell contains six electrons andc
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Fig. 8. Superconducting critical temperature T vs. pressure for the La Ce system. Isobars of T vs. Ce concentration are shown in the inset. After Ref.c 12x x c

[33].

the compound exhibits ionic Van Vleck paramagnetism non-magnetic in the high-pressure phase [43]. This experi-
with a non-magnetic J50 ground state. Jayaraman et al. ment constituted the first demonstration of the pressure-
[48] concluded that the pressure-induced semiconductor– induced demagnetization of a many-electron 4f shell in a
metal transition in SmS (as well as SmSe and SmTe, in concentrated rare earth metallic system. It revealed that, in
which the transition is a continuous function of pressure) a metallic environment, the magnetic moment of a rare
and the pressure–volume relationship are consistent with earth ion can be as unstable as that of transition metal ion!

21 31the conversion of Sm to Sm . Shown in Fig. 9 are room temperature x vs. P data for
We reasoned that if the electronic phase transition in SmS in which the sharp drop in x at the hysteretic phase

SmS involves the promotion of an electron from the 4f transition from the insulating low-pressure phase to the
shell into the conduction band, the material would become collapsed ‘gold’ phase is clearly evident. Displayed in Fig.
metallic and the five electrons remaining in the 4f shell 10 are x vs. T data at atmospheric pressure and above 10
would carry a localized magnetic moment, resulting in a kbar which show that x exhibits weakly T-dependent
Curie–Weiss law and, presumably, some type of magnetic Pauli-like behavior in the collapsed ‘gold’ phase.
order at low temperatures, according to Kramer’s theorem. At about the same time, the compound SmB was found6

What we found was quite surprising; the magnetic suscep- to show non-magnetic behavior at atmospheric pressure
tibility of SmS in its collapsed ‘gold’ phase is only weakly which was attributed to the Sm ions undergoing a transi-
temperature dependent, indicating that the Sm ions are tion to a divalent state at low temperature [51]. In
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Fig. 9. Magnetic susceptibility x vs. pressure P for SmS at room temperature. After Ref. [43].

subsequent studies, it was determined that the Sm ions 4.2.3. Valence fluctuations of rare earth ions in metals
6 5have two configurations, 4f and 4f , in the fixed ratio Based on the non-magnetic behavior and intermediate

6 54f :4f ¯3:7, which was ascribed to the rigidity of the B valence of Ce metal and SmS in their collapsed high-
lattice [52]. pressure phases and SmB at atmospheric pressure, we6

Fig. 10. Magnetic susceptibility x of SmS at zero pressure and in its high-pressure collapsed metallic phase vs. temperature. Also shown for comparison
6 5are x(T ) data for compounds with the configuration 4f (SmSe, SmTe and EuPd ), the configuration 4f (Sm and SmPd ), and the intermediate valence3 3

compound SmB . After Ref. [43].6
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pointed out a striking correlation between the three materi- isomer shift measurements on SmS in the high-pressure
als [43,53]: (i) The R ion in all three materials has an collapsed metallic phase and the chemically collapsed
unusual intermediate valence. (ii) All three materials are pseudobinary compound Sm Y S [56], and X-ray0.77 0.23

non-magnetic in the sense that there is no indication of a photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) studies on various
local moment near 0 K, and the susceptibility decreases chemically collapsed pseudobinary compounds formed by
weakly with increasing temperature above a characteristic alloying SmS with a third element [57]. Whereas the

¨temperature of the order of 100 K. Mossbauer isomer shift measurements were unable to
We also noted that the fractional valence, ´ 5 (a 2 resolve the presence of the two Sm 4f electron shelln

6 5a ) /(a 2 a ), where a is the lattice constant for n configurations, 4f and 4f , in the high-pressure andn1´ n n11 n

valence electrons, was about 70% for all three materials. In chemically collapsed metallic phases of SmS, the XPS
the case of SmB , this value was corroborated by measurements revealed their simultaneous presence in6

¨Mossbauer isomer shift [54] and soft X-ray absorption [55] chemically collapsed metallic SmS. Within the context of
measurements. We suggested that the ‘collapsed’ phase of the valence fluctuation (VF) model, this is consistent with

213SmB happens to be stable at atmospheric pressure, and a characteristic VF lifetime of |5310 s, since the6
29 27 ¨that Sm ions in SmB at atmospheric pressure and in SmS measuring time is |10 210 s for the Mossbauer6

217above 6.5 kbar are essentially in the same state. In an isomer shift measurements and |10 s for the XPS
attempt to find a common mechanism which would measurements.
stabilize the valence at an intermediate value over a This correlation between intermediate valence and non-
substantial range of pressure and temperature, we proposed magnetic behavior prompted us to look for other inter-
[43,53] a phenomenological ‘valence fluctuation’ or ‘inter- mediate valence compounds and determine whether they
configuration fluctuation’ model in which the R ion were non-magnetic. With Brian Sales, who was then a
exhibits temporal fluctuations between two states with young graduate student in Matthias’ group, we identified a
integral valence, or, equivalently, two 4f electron shell number of intermediate valence rare earth compounds from

n n21configurations, 4f and 4f (1conduction electron). The their lattice constants and measured their magnetic suscep-
typical valence fluctuation frequency f is expected to be tibility. We were pleased to discover that these materials
roughly given by f | k T /h, where T is a characteristic were also non-magnetic, as illustrated by the x vs. T dataB o o

temperature that separates non-magnetic behavior at low for several Yb compounds with intermediate valence
temperatures T < T from local moment behavior at high shown in Fig. 11 [53]. The phenomenological model waso

temperatures T 4 T . developed further by Sales and Wohlleben [58] whoo

We suggested that for temperatures much larger than T , showed that it could provide a quantitative description ofo

the magnetic susceptibility can be approximated by an x(T ) for a number of intermediate valence rare earth
expression of the form: compounds.

Subsequently, it was found that SmS, in its collapsed
2

x(T ) | Nh´(n)[m (n)]eff ‘gold’ phase, and SmB are actually semiconductors with6
2 very small energy gaps D|several meV. This small gap1 [1 2 ´(n)][m (n 2 1)] j /3k (T 1 T ) (4)eff B o

semiconducting behavior was attributed to hybridization
where N is the number of R ions, ´(n) is the fraction of between the localized 4f and conduction electron states

ntime the configuration 4f is occupied, and m (n) is the [59]. Later, in the mid-1980s, we found that the filledeff

effective magnetic moment associated with the configura- skutterudite compounds CeFe P and UFe P exhibited4 12 4 12ntion 4f . For temperatures much smaller than T , the semiconducting behavior with energy gaps D|0.1 eVo

susceptibility should approach a finite value as T →0; i.e.: which correlated with intermediate valence, at least in the
case of CeFe P [60,61]. These compounds were the first4 12x(T ) → constant as T → 0 (5)
Ce- and U-based analogues of the Sm-based semicon-

rather than diverging as a Curie law or undergoing a ductors, ‘gold’ SmS and SmB . In the mean time, many6

transition to a magnetically ordered state. The non-mag- other rare earth and uranium compounds have been found
netic behavior below the characteristic temperature T is that show this ‘hybridization gap semiconductor’ oro

accompanied by Kondo-like anomalies in the physical ‘Kondo insulator’ behavior, and interest in this problem
properties near T , such as a resistance minimum followed has been rekindled [62].o

by a large increase in resistivity as the temperature is
lowered, and peaks in the specific heat and thermoelectric
power. This striking behavior originates from the unstable 5. Magnetically ordered superconductors
valence of certain R ions and, phenomenologically, is
qualitatively similar in both concentrated and dilute R In the mid-1970s, two systems of ternary rare earth
metallic systems. compounds, the rare earth molybdenum chalcogenides,

Additional evidence for intermediate valence of Sm in RMo X (X5S, Se) [63,64], and the rare earth rhodium6 8

¨the collapsed phase of SmS was provided by Mossbauer borides, RRh B [65], were discovered. These compounds4 4
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Fig. 11. Magnetic susceptibility x vs. temperature T for several non-magnetic Yb compounds with intermediate valence. After Ref. [53].

contain an ordered sublattice of magnetic R ions, but are, AFM ordering of the R magnetic moments in the super-
nevertheless, superconducting, making it possible to in- conducting state was inferred from a l-type anomaly in the
vestigate experimentally the interplay between supercon- specific heat and a cusp in the magnetic susceptibility for
ductivity and long-range magnetic order [66,67]. The the RMo Se compounds [67,68] and from a feature in the6 8

occurrence of superconductivity, even in the presence of upper critical field H vs. temperature T curve in thec2

relatively large concentrations of R ions, has been attribu- RMo S compounds [67,70]. Neutron diffraction measure-6 8

ted to the crystal structures of these materials which are ments on GdMo Se [71] and RMo S compounds with6 8 6 8

comprised of transition metal clusters and R ions. The R5Gd, Tb and Dy [72] confirmed the AFM ordering of
superconductivity appears to be associated primarily with the sublattice of R ions in the Chevrel phase structure.
the transition metal 4d electrons which interact only Shown in Fig. 12 are resistively determined H vs. Tc2

weakly with the R ions. For these investigations, R ions curves for the non-magnetic superconductor LuRh B , the4 4

whose localized 4f-electron states are not appreciably AFM superconductors NdRh B and SmRh B , and the4 4 4 4

hybridized with conduction electron states were selected so ferromagnetic superconductor ErRh B [73]. These data4 4

that they would have well defined magnetic moments and indicate that there is no universal behavior of H (T ) forc2

the exchange interaction parameter ) would be small, AFM superconductors; both enhancements and depressions
´yielding two interpenetrating and weakly interacting of H are found below the Neel temperature T , whichc2 N

subsystems, one of which is superconducting and the other appear to be determined by a combination of different
of which is magnetically ordered. mechanisms [74]. The H (T ) curve of SmRh B isc2 4 4

enhanced in the AFM state over that in the paramagnetic
5.1. Antiferromagnetic superconductors state and has a sharp break in slope at T 50.87 K [75,76].N

In contrast, the H vs. T curve of NdRh B , whichc2 4 4

The coexistence of superconductivity and long-range undergoes two AFM transitions at T 51.31 K and T 5N1 N2

antiferromagnetic (AFM) order was discovered in the latter 0.89 K, decreases abruptly at T and then increasesN1

part of the 1970s in the R molybdenum selenides RMo Se sharply at T [69,76]. Neutron diffraction experiments6 8 N2

(R5Gd, Tb and Er) [67,68] and R rhodium borides indicate that the magnetic phases of NdRh B in zero4 4

RRh B (R5Nd, Sm and Tm) [67,69] at UCSD, and in magnetic field are body-centered tetragonal AFM struc-4 4
31the R molybdenum sulfides RMo S (R5Gd, Tb, Dy and tures in which the Nd moments are alternately aligned6 8

Er) [67,70] at the University of Geneva. The occurrence of parallel and antiparallel to the c-axis, with a sinusoidal
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Fig. 12. Resistively determined upper critical field vs. temperature for polycrystalline samples of the non-magnetic superconductor LuRh B , the4 4

antiferromagnetic superconductors NdRh B and SmRh B , and the ferromagnetic superconductor ErRh B . After Ref. [73].4 4 4 4 4 4

˚modulation along the [100] direction with l546.5 A in the Neutron diffraction measurements have confirmed that
high-temperature magnetic phase, and along the [110] ErRh B [86,87] and HoMo S [88] have FM ground4 4 6 8

˚direction with l545.2 A in the low-temperature magnetic states. In addition, small angle neutron scattering studies of
phase [77]. For the AFM superconductor TmRh B , the ErRh B [87,89] and HoMo S [90] revealed the existence4 4 4 4 6 8

H vs. T curve (not shown in Fig. 12) hardly changes at of a sinusoidally modulated magnetic state with a wave-c2
2 ˚T 50.4 K [76,78]. length of the order of 10 A that coexists with supercon-N

Recently, the coexistence of superconductivity and AFM ductivity in a narrow temperature interval above T . Thec2

order was observed in several RNi B C compounds neutron diffraction measurements of Moncton et al. [87]2 2

[79,80]. Another class of materials in which the coexist- on polycrystalline ErRh B showed that the FM transition4 4

ence of superconductivity and antiferromagnetism occurs is broad, extending up to |1.4 K, well above T and intoc2

are high-T cuprates containing R ions such as the the superconducting state, and that there is marked thermalc

RBa Cu O and Ln M CuO compounds [81]. hysteresis between |0.8 K and |1.4 K. The width of the2 3 72d 22x x 42y

FM transition was attributed to a distribution of effective
5.2. Ferromagnetic superconductors Curie temperatures within the material, while the hyster-

esis was ascribed to the nucleation of normal FM domains
Reentrant superconductivity due to the onset of long- within the paramagnetic superconducting regions between

range ferromagnetic (FM) ordering of the R magnetic T and |1.4 K [87]. Thus, the regions within whichc2

moments was discovered in 1977 in ErRh B [82] at superconductivity and the sinusoidally modulated magnetic4 4

UCSD, and in HoMo S [83] at the University of Geneva. state coexist appear to be interspersed with normal FM6 8

These two materials, which become superconducting at an domains to form a spatially inhomogeneous state. Shown
upper critical temperature T , lose their superconductivity in Fig. 14 are specific heat data in the vicinity of T takenc1 c2

at a lower critical temperature T ¯u , where u is the by introducing heat pulses while the average samplec2 c c

Curie temperature. Thermal hysteresis in various physical temperature drifted upward (warming) and while it drifted
properties and a spike-shaped feature in the specific heat downward (cooling) [91–93]. The data also revealed
near T indicate that a first-order transition from the thermal hysteresis, part of which appears to be associatedc2

superconducting to the FM normal state occurs at T [67]. with the formation of FM domains, discussed above inc2

Typical AC magnetic susceptibility and electrical resist- connection with the neutron scattering experiments (be-
ance vs. temperature data for ErRh B are displayed in tween |0.9 K and |1.3 K), and part of which is due to the4 4

Fig. 13 [84]. The thermal hysteresis at T in both reentrant transition at T . Subsequent neutron scatteringc2 c2

properties is evident. The resistively determined H vs. T experiments on an ErRh B single crystal by Sinha et al.c2 4 4

curve for ErRh B is shown in Fig. 12 [76,85]. [89] confirmed the results of the earlier neutron scattering4 4
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Fig. 13. Typical AC magnetic susceptibility x and electrical resistance vs. temperature data for ErRh B . After Ref. [84].ac 4 4

studies of Moncton et al. [87] on polycrystalline ErRh B 5.3. Superconductivity and competing magnetic4 4

and further revealed that the sinusoidally modulated mag- interactions
netic state is a transverse linearly polarized long-range

˚magnetic state with a wavelength of |100 A. The linearly Experiments on pseudoternary R compounds provide an
polarized sinusoidal modulation lies along the [010] axis alternative method for studying the interaction between
and the propagation directions are at 458 to the [001] and superconductivity and long-range magnetic order, as well
the [100] axes. as for exploring the effects of competing types of magnetic

The sinusoidally modulated magnetic state that coexists moment anisotropy and/or magnetic order. Two types of
with superconductivity in HoMo S and ErRh B is RRh B pseudoternaries have been formed, one in which a6 8 4 4 4 4

reminiscent of the cryptoferromagnetic state proposed by second R element is substituted at the R sites, and another
Anderson and Suhl in 1959 in a theory based on the in which a different transition element is substituted at the
exchange interaction [94]. A number of other theories, Rh sites.
involving the electromagnetic interaction, were developed An interesting example, which belongs to the first type
in the late 1970s and early 1980s to account for the of pseudoternary RRh B system, is (Er Ho )Rh B4 4 12x x 4 4

sinusoidally modulated magnetic state, such as those of whose low-temperature phase diagram, delineating the
Blount and Varma [95], Ferrell et al. [96], and Matsumoto paramagnetic, superconducting, and magnetically ordered
et al. [97]. Although the exchange interaction is operative phases, is shown in Fig. 15. The phase boundaries have
in these materials, the electromagnetic interaction appears been determined from AC magnetic susceptibility mea-
to be primarily responsible for the sinusoidally modulated surements [99,100] and neutron diffraction experiments
magnetic state that coexists with superconductivity. Other [101]. The phase diagram displays regions in which the

31 31possibilities for the periodic magnetic structure above T Er and Ho magnetic moments independently orderc2

that have been considered are: (i) a spontaneous vortex ferromagnetically within the basal plane and along the
lattice; (ii) a laminar structure, stabilized by the R mag- tetragonal c-axis, respectively, separated by a region of
netization in a self-consistent manner; and (iii) combined mixed magnetic phases. The temperature interval above
spiral magnetic and spontaneous vortex states [74,98]. T within which the sinusoidally modulated magneticc2
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phase in ErRh B coexists with normal FM domains is4 4

also indicated in Fig. 15. This inhomogeneous phase
presumably persists within a certain region in the T–x
plane (shaded area in the figure). There is a tricritical point
at the concentration x 50.89 where T , T and Tc c1 c2 M

become coincident. The T vs. x phase boundary isc2

depressed relative to a linear extrapolation to x , x of Tc M

vs. x for x.x (dashed curve in Fig. 15). Analysis ofc

neutron diffraction data on a (Er Ho )Rh B sample0.4 0.6 4 4

[102] indicates that the actual T of 3.67 K is about 0.2 KM

less than it would have been in the absence of supercon-
ductivity, in accord with the dashed-line extrapolation as
well as theoretical predictions.

6. Heavy fermion materials

Heavy fermion materials are rare earth and actinide
compounds in which the linear coefficient g of the
electronic specific heat (C 5 gT ) has an enormous valuee

21 22that can be as high as several J mol K , corresponding
2 3to a large electron effective mass m*|10 –10 m , wheree

m is the free electron mass [73,103–106]. The origin ofe

the heavy fermion state is believed by many researchers to
be associated with the Kondo effect. In several of these
compounds, antiferromagnetism and superconductivity
coexist with T .T (UPt , URu Si , UNi Al , UPd Al )N c 3 2 2 2 3 2 3

Fig. 14. Specific heat of ErRh B , measured upon warming and cooling,4 4 [105]. Recently, a crossover with decreasing temperature
in the vicinity of the reentrant superconducting–normal transition at T .c2

w c from localized moment behavior to heavy Fermi liquidThe arrows denoted T and T represent the values of T determinedc2 c2 c2
behavior was found in the metallic compound LiV Ofrom AC magnetic susceptibility measurements made upon warming and 2 4

21 22cooling, respectively. After Ref. [91–93]. [107]. At T51 K, the g value of |0.42 J mol K is

Fig. 15. Temperature–composition (T–x) phase diagram for the Er Ho Rh B pseudoternary system. After Ref. [99].12x x 4 4
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exceptionally large for a transition metal compound and superconductor. The H (T ) curve has an extremely unusu-c2

comparable to that of f-electron heavy fermion compounds al shape with a linear region that persists to very low
such as UPt . temperatures. An analysis of the H (T ) curve near T in3 c2 c

The small group of heavy fermion superconductors terms of the conventional theory of type II superconduc-
includes one Ce compound, CeCu Si [108], and five U tivity indicates that the magnitude of the initial slope2 2

compounds, UBe [109], UPt [110], URu Si [111], (2dH /dT ) is consistent with a quasiparticle effective13 3 2 2 c2 Tc

UNi Al [112] and UPd Al [113], listed in the order in mass m*|300m .2 3 2 3 e

which they were discovered. These materials apparently Particularly interesting behavior is observed when Th is
exhibit an unconventional type of anisotropic superconduc- substituted for U to form the system U Th Be whose12x x 13

tivity in which the superconducting energy gap D(k) low-temperature T–x phase diagram is shown in Fig. 17
vanishes at points or on lines on the Fermi surface, and the [106,122,123]. With increasing x, T exhibits a nearlyc

electron pairing may be mediated by AFM spin fluctua- linear decrease with x with a distinct minimum at x¯
tions. Evidence for anisotropic superconductivity includes 0.017, a broad maximum at x¯0.03, and a subsequent
power-law temperature dependences of various physical decrease of T [122]. For compositions x between |0.017c

properties, such as ultrasonic attenuation, spin lattice and |0.04, two features have been observed in the specific
relaxation rate, thermal conductivity, and magnetic field heat, the upper one associated with the development of the
penetration depth, in the superconducting state. superconducting state and the lower one corresponding to

another phase transition that occurs without destroying the
6.1. The compound UPd Al superconductivity [123]. Further evidence for multiple2 3

phase transitions in the range 0.017,x,0.04 has been
An interesting heavy fermion compound that will be provided by mSR measurements which reveal a broadening

discussed in a different context in Section 7.2 is UPd Al . of the relaxation rate below the second transition [124].2 3

This compound has an electron effective mass m*¯50m , The lower temperature phase could be a superconductinge
21 22inferred from the value g ¯140 mJ mol K [114], and phase with a complex order parameter that breaks time-

´exhibits AFM order with a Neel temperature T 514.6 K reversal symmetry or a purely magnetic phase with a smallN
23 22and superconductivity that coexists with the AFM order magnetic moment |10 –10 m that coexists withB

below T ¯2 K [113]. The AFM state consists of an AFM superconductivity.c

stacking along the c-axis of FM planes of relatively large The results of measurements of T (P) on thec

ordered moments of 0.85m lying in the hexagonal basal U Th Be system made in our laboratory are displayedB 12x x 13

plane [115]. The isotropic reduction of the Knight shift in Fig. 18 as isobars of T vs. x for 0#x#12 kbar [125].c

below T indicates singlet spin pairing of electrons in the Two different types of behavior are present for eachc
3superconducting state, while the T dependence of the spin pressure, separated by the minimum in T (x) at x . Forc min

21lattice relaxation rate T at low temperatures suggests a x , x , a monotonic decrease of T (x) is observed as the1 min c

d-wave pairing state with a line of nodes around the c-axis pressure increases, and the magnitude of the slope dT /dPc

[116,117]. Recent electron tunneling measurements on also becomes larger with increasing x. For x . x , anmin

epitaxial thin films of UPd Al revealed a feature in the abrupt increase of T occurs with a maximum and sub-2 3 c

tunneling differential conductivity vs. voltage curve at sequent decrease for higher x. The position of this maxi-
|1.2 meV that has been attributed to AFM spin fluctua- mum is pressure dependent, moving to higher concen-
tions [118], since this energy is close to a 1.5 meV gapped tration as P increases. It is tempting to infer from the T (x)c

dispersive spin excitation at the magnetic Bragg point curves the existence of two distinct superconducting
Q5(0,0,1 /2) that has been observed in inelastic neutron phases, one in the region 0 # x # x (which we refer tomin

scattering experiments [119,120] and is well below the as type A) and the other at x . x (type B), where x ismin min

characteristic phonon energy E | k Q | 13 meV corre- a function of pressure. The way the T (x) curves evolveph B D c

sponding to a Debye temperature Q ¯150 K. Strong with pressure suggests that the T (x) phase boundary forD c

coupling between magnetism and superconductivity has x , x extends approximately linearly with the samemin

also been inferred from the neutron scattering studies slope into the region x . x .min

[119,120].
6.3. The compound UPt3

6.2. The compound UBe and the system U Th Be13 12x x 13

The other heavy fermion superconductor which exhibits
An example of the dramatic difference between the multiple superconducting phases is UPt . This system has3

superconducting properties of heavy fermion compounds been investigated extensively and more complete discus-
and those of conventional superconductors is illustrated in sions can be found in several recent reviews [126–128].
Fig. 16 which contains a plot of the upper critical field H The most definitive evidence for the existence of twoc2

vs. T of UBe [121]. The magnitude of the initial slope of distinct superconducting transitions was provided by spe-13
21H (T ), |42 T K , is the largest ever reported for a bulk cific heat measurements which, in zero magnetic field,c2
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Fig. 16. Upper critical field H vs. temperature for the heavy fermion compound UBe . The inset shows H (T ) near T . After Ref. [121].c2 13 c2 c

reveal two specific heat jumps, one at a critical temperature netic field in the B-phase [134]. Measurements of the
T and the other at a critical temperature T , about 50 relaxation of the remanent magnetization of magneticc1 c2

mK below T [129]. Specific heat measurements in vortices in superconducting UPt show that there arec1 3

magnetic fields applied perpendicular to the c-axis of a striking differences in the low-field flux dynamics between
UPt single crystal made by Hasselbach et al. [130] the A- and B-phases [135]. In the low-temperature B-3

showed that the two superconducting transitions converge phase, the logarithmic creep rate is practically zero, while
with increasing field and coalesce into a single transition in the high-temperature A-phase, it is finite and increases
above |0.5 T. These and other measurements such as rapidly as the temperature is increased towards T . It wasc1

ultrasonic attenuation have been used to construct an H–T speculated that the reduced bulk creep rate in the B-phase
phase diagram which has three different superconducting may be due to time-reversal symmetry breaking in this
phases and a tetracritical point for both H'c and Hic phase, wherein fractional vortices become trapped on walls
[126]. The occurrence of the two superconducting transi- between domains of degenerate superconducting phases
tions has been attributed to the coupling between a [135].
multicomponent superconducting order parameter and the Some of the strongest evidence for anisotropic supercon-
AFM order parameter [128]. The two superconducting ductivity in UPt comes from ultrasonic attenuation mea-3

transitions in UPt are also very sensitive to applied surements in the superconducting state on single crystals3

pressure and merge into a single transition at a pressure of by Shivaram et al. [136]. For the propagation vector of the
|3.7 kbar, above which only a single transition is observed ultrasound wave in the basal plane of UPt , the ultrasonic3

[131,132]. attenuation coefficient a was found to vary as |T for the
3The two zero-field phases, which are often denoted as A polarization eia and |T for eic. In the normal state, the

and B for the high- and low-temperature phases, respec- same dependence of a on T was observed for both eia and
tively, have different superconducting characteristics. Point eic.
contact spectroscopy reveal a gap-like feature in the B- The depression of T of UPt by rare earth, Th, and Zrc 3

phase which is not present in the A-phase [133]. Zero-field substitutions for U was investigated in our laboratory in
mSR measurements indicate an increase in internal mag- 1995 [137]. The results are shown in Fig. 19 in which the
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Fig. 17. Temperature–composition (T–x) phase diagram for U Th Be12x x 13

determined from various measurements: AC magnetic susceptibility
(squares), magnetization (circles), kink in lower critical field (inverted
triangles), and specific heat (solid upright triangles). After Ref. [106]. Fig. 18. Isobars of the superconducting critical temperature T vs. x forc

U Th Be between 0 and 12 kbar. After Ref. [125].12x x 13

depression of T , T 2T , for a series of U R Ptc co c 0.997 0.003 3

compounds, where R5rare earth (except Pm and Lu), Th that: (i) the specific heat anomaly dC associated with the
and Zr, is plotted vs.: (a) R ionic radius; and (b) residual 17.5 K transition in URu Si has a shape that is remin-2 2

resistivity r . The linear increase of the depression of T iscent of a second-order BCS-type mean field transitiono c

with increasing residual resistivity indicates that the pri- and can be described by the relation dC 5 A exp(2D /T )
mary pair breaking mechanism is impurity potential scat- with an activation energy D¯130 K¯11 meV; and (ii) the
tering, rather than exchange scattering. While the scaling of value of the electronic specific heat coefficient g extrapo-

21 22T 2T with residual resistivity is strong evidence for lated to 0 K (65.5 mJ mol K ) is substantially reducedco c

anisotropic superconductivity in UPt , the absence of a with respect to the value of g at temperatures above 17.5 K3
21 22marked correlation of the depression of T with the (112 mJ mol K ). On the basis of these observationsc

deGennes factor of the rare earth ion suggests that the and the types of anomalies found in the electrical resistiv-
superconducting order parameter in the A-phase of UPt ity and the magnetic susceptibility of URu Si near 17.53 2 2

has odd parity. Other evidence for odd parity of the Cooper K, we proposed that a charge density wave (CDW) or spin
pairs in UPt include: (i) Pt NMR and mSR Knight shift density wave (SDW) transition may occur at 17.5 K that3

measurements [138–140]; and (ii) Pt NMR Knight shift opens up a gap of |11 meV over about 40% of the Fermi
measurements throughout the multiple superconducting surface. According to neutron scattering experiments on a
phases in the H–T plane for major magnetic field direc- URu Si single crystal, the 17.5 K transition is due to an2 2

tions [141]. AFM phase with a (100) modulation wave vector and
spins along the tetragonal c-axis [143]. Although the

6.4. The compound URu Si and the systems ordered moment is small (|0.03m ), intense, propagating2 2 B

URu M Si (M5Re,Tc) and longitudinal spin waves with a zone center gap of 1.822x x 2

meV were observed which coexist with the superconduct-
The moderately heavy electron compound URu Si ing phase below T .2 2 c

provides a striking example of the coexistence of super- The effects of pressure [144] and transition metal
conductivity and AFM order with T .T . Shown in Fig. substitution for Ru [145] on the superconducting and SDWN c

220 are plots of C /T vs. T and dC vs. T (inset), where transition in polycrystalline samples of URu Si have been2 2
3

dC(T ) 5 C(T ) 2 (gT 1 bT ) for URu Si [142]. We noted investigated. The inverse correlation of the pressure depen-2 2
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to ‘Kondo holes’ as non-magnetic Th is substituted into the
superconducting URu Si matrix.2 2

Another common behavior that is emerging for super-
conducting heavy fermion uranium compounds is that
chemical substitutions tend to suppress both superconduc-
tivity and weak AFM order and induce local moment AFM
order or FM order with moments of the order of a m . InB

UPt , local moment antiferromagnetism is produced by3

substituting Th for U [147,148] and Pd [149] or Au [150]
for Pt, while in URu Si , local moment antiferromag-2 2

netism appears upon substitution of Rh for Ru [151] and
local moment ferromagnetism occurs when Re or Tc is
substituted for Ru [152], the first example of a FM
instability in a heavy electron system. The FM state in
URu M Si (M5Re, Tc) solid solutions occurs in the22x x 2

Re or Tc solute range 0.4,x,1.4 with maximum mag-
netic moments of 0.44m /U atom at x¯0.8 for Re andB

0.27m /U atom at x¯1 for Tc. The saturation moment m ,B s

Curie temperature u , effective moment m , and coeffi-c eff

cient of the electronic specific heat g as a function of
composition x in the URu M Si (M5Re, Tc) systems22x x 2

are shown in Fig. 21 [152].

7. Non-Fermi liquid behavior in f-electron materials

During the past decade, there has been growing interest
in non-Fermi liquid (NFL) behavior in strongly correlated
f-electron materials [153]. The NFL behavior is manifested
as weak power-law and logarithmic divergences in tem-
perature in the physical properties of these materials at lowFig. 19. (a) Depression of the superconducting critical temperature T ,c

temperatures. This new class of NFL materials is com-T 2 T , vs. R ionic radius for U R Pt compounds where R5co c 0.997 0.003 3

lanthanide (except Pm and Lu), Th and Zr. T is the superconducting prised of certain intermetallic compounds containing Ce, Uco

critical temperature of UPt . (b) T 2 T vs. residual resistivity for the3 co c or Yb ions that carry magnetic dipole or electric quad-
same compounds as in (a). After Ref. [137]. rupole moments which interact with the spins and charges

of the conduction electrons and can undergo magnetic or
quadrupolar ordering at low temperatures. The NFL be-
havior was first established in chemically substituted f-dences of T and T is consistent with an increase of theN c

electron compounds containing non-magnetic substituentsfraction of the Fermi surface that is removed by the
[154,155], although NFL behavior has recently beenformation of the SDW state as a function of pressure. If an
observed in several stoichiometric f-electron compounds asincrease of T is associated with an increase in the fractionN

well [156,157].of electron states involved in the formation of the SDW,
For many of the f-electron systems, r(T ), C(T ) andrather than an increase in the coupling constant, then a

x(T ) have the following NFL temperature dependences forsmaller number of electron states would be available for
nT < T : (i) r(T ) | 1 2 a(T /T ) where uau ¯ 1, a , 0 orpairing, leading to a decrease in T . Small additions of o oc

.0, and n¯121.5; (ii) C(T ) /T | (21/T ) ln(T /T ), orchemical substitutions also reveal an inverse correlation o o
211l 1 / 2| T ; and (iii) x(T ) | 1 2 (T /T ) , | (21/T ) ln(T /between T and T , again reflecting the competition o oc N

211lbetween superconductivity and the SDW for the Fermi T ), or | T . In several of the f-electron systems, theo

surface. However, in addition, the disorder associated with characteristic temperature T can be identified with theo

the chemical substitution rapidly suppresses and broadens Kondo temperature T . These new NFL f-electron materi-K

the superconducting and AFM transitions. The substitution als can be compared with ‘conventional’ heavy fermion
of Th for U is particularly effective in suppressing the f-electron compounds, such as CeAl and UPt , which3 3

specific heat anomalies associated with both the AFM and behave as Fermi liquids [158], in spite of the strong
superconducting transitions [146]. It has been suggested electron–electron interactions that renormalize the electron

2 3[146] that this could be related to pair breaking effects due mass by |10 –10 ! (Or, equivalently, the effective Fermi
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2Fig. 20. Specific heat C, plotted as C /T vs. T , for URu Si . Shown in the inset is the magnetic contribution dC vs. T; the line represents a fit of the2 2

relation dC5A exp(2D /T ) to the data, yielding the value D|129 K for the energy gap. After Ref. [142].

temperature T is low, |1–10 K!) Here, the temperature rupolar order, spin glass freezing, Kondo effect coupledF

and frequency dependences of the physical properties scale with low-temperature NFL behavior, heavy Fermi liquid
with T . The quantities r(T ), C(T ) and x(T ) have the behavior, and superconductivity. The proximity of theF

following familiar forms for T < T : (i) r(T ) | 1 2 a(T / glassy or long-range ordered magnetic phases to the phasesF
2T ) , where uau ¯ 1, a . 0 or ,0; (ii) C(T ) /T | g , where with Kondo and low-temperature NFL behavior has madeF o

21 22
g can be as large as |several J mol K !; and (iii) it difficult to distinguish between single ion or cooperativeo

x(T ) | x , such that x /g |1. effects as the source of the NFL behavior.o o o

Experiments on a variety of f-electron systems suggest
that there are two routes to NFL behavior in these 7.1. The Y U Pd system12x x 3

materials, a single ion route involving an unconventional
Kondo effect and a interionic interaction route associated In 1990, we discovered an unconventional Kondo effect
with order parameter fluctuations in the vicinity of a with concomitant NFL behavior at low temperatures in the
second-order magnetic (or, possibly, quadrupolar) phase Y U Pd system for U concentrations x in the range12x x 3

transition that has been suppressed to zero temperature 0#x#0.2 [174,175]. The most recent version of the low-
(quantum critical point). Theoretical models based on temperature–composition (T–x) phase diagram of the
single ion physics include a multichannel Kondo effect, of Y U Pd system is shown in Fig. 22 [176]. Within the U12x x 3

either magnetic or electric (quadrupolar) origin [159–163] concentration interval 0,x#0.5, where Y U Pd crys-12x x 3

and a conventional Kondo effect with a distribution of tallizes in the cubic Cu Au structure, three different3

Kondo temperatures due to chemical disorder (referred to ground states are found: NFL behavior (0,x&0.2), spin
as the Kondo disorder model) [164,165]. Theoretical glass freezing (0.2&x&0.42), and long-range AFM order
models which incorporate interionic interactions include (0.42&x&0.5). As indicated in Fig. 21, the Kondo tem-
fluctuations of an order parameter in the vicinity of a perature T decreases rapidly with x. This has beenK

second-order phase transition at 0 K [166–172] and an attributed to ‘Fermi level tuning,’ a phenomenon in which
41inhomogeneous Griffiths’ phase [173]. The Griffiths’ phase the U 5f binding energy ´ 5 E 2 E , where E is thef F f F

41consists of magnetic clusters in a paramagnetic phase and Fermi energy and E is the energy of the U 5f state,f

forms as a result of the competition between the Kondo increases by |1 eV as x increases from 0 to 1 [177,178].
effect and the Ruderman–Kittel–Kasuya–Yosida (RKKY) The increase of ´ with x was discovered in photoemissionf

interaction in the presence of magnetic anisotropy and studies of Y U Pd [179] and can be understood in12x x 3

disorder. Most of the chemically substituted systems in terms of the increase of E with x as tetravalent U isF

which NFL behavior is found have rich phase diagrams substituted for trivalent Y. The nearly linear increase of ´f

that contain regions where there is magnetic order, quad- with x should cause a rapid decrease in T since:K
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Fig. 22. Temperature–composition (T–x) phase diagram for the
Y U Pd system. Antiferromagnetic (AFM), spin glass (SG), Kondo,12x x 3

and non-Fermi liquid (NFL) regimes are identified in the figure. The
meaning of the symbols are: T , irreversibility temperature; T , Kondoirr K

temperature. After Ref. [176].

T | T exp[21/N(E )u) u]K F F

2| T exp[2´ / ,V . N(E )] (6)F f kf F

where T is the Fermi temperature, N(E ) is the density ofF F
2states at E , ) | 2 kV l /´ is the exchange interactionF kf f

parameter, and V is the hybridization matrix element.kf

An analysis of the NFL characteristics in Dr(T ), DC(T )
and Dx(T ), the U contributions to r(T ), C(T ) and x(T ),
indicates that these features scale with U concentration x
and Kondo temperature T , where T is inferred from theK K

high-temperature behavior of r(T ) and x(T ), at least over
the range 0.1#x#0.2. It has proven to be difficult to test
the scaling of Dr(T ), DC(T ) and Dx(T ) to lower values of
x as the NFL features weaken rapidly with decreasing x
since their magnitudes are proportional to x and their
gradients decrease with increasing T (decreasing x).K

Examples of the striking NFL characteristics in Dr(T ),
DC(T ) and Dx(T ) at low temperatures that are found in the
Y U Pd system are shown in Figs. 23(a)–(c), respec-12x x 3

tively.
The Dr(T ) data displayed in Fig. 23(a) have been fitted

nusing the relation Dr(T ) /Dr(0) 5 1 2 a(T /T ) , whereK

Dr(0) and n are adjustable fitting parameters. Since the
best fit yields the value n51.160.1, we conclude that the
Dr(T ) data are consistent with the expression:

Dr(T ) /Dr(0) 5 1 2 a(T /T ) (7)K

The DC(T ) /T data shown in Fig. 23(b) can be described
well by an expression of the form:

Fig. 21. Saturation moment m , Curie temperature u , effective magnetics c

moment m , and electronic specific heat coefficient g as a function of DC(T ) /T 5 (2bR /T ) ln[b9(T /T )] (8)eff K K
composition x in URu Re Si and URu Tc Si compounds. After12x x 2 12x x 2

Ref. [152]. in the range 0.3 K,T #10 K, but deviate from it below
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residual (R /2) ln(2) entropy. The Dx(T ) data in Fig. 23(c)
can be fitted between 0.6 K and 40 K by an expression of
the form:

1 / 2
Dx(T ) /Dx(0) 5 1 2 c(T /T ) (9)K

after the magnetization M(H,T ) data have been corrected
by removing a non-linear contribution that scales with
H /(T 2u ) and was assumed to be due to magneticp

impurities [177]. The constants a, b, b9 and c that appear
in Eqs. (7)–(9) are of the order of unity and were
determined from an analysis described in Ref. [176].

The scaling of Dr(T ), DC(T ) and Dx(T ) with x and TK

suggests that the NFL behavior at low temperatures is a
single ion phenomenon that is associated with the Kondo
effect observed at higher temperatures. A single ion
quadrupolar Kondo model, the electric analogue of the
magnetic two-channel spin21/2 Kondo model, can ac-
count for some of the NFL features. According to this
model, the electrical resistivity Dr(T ) should vary as

1 / 2
Dr(T ) /Dr(0) 5 1 2 a(T /T ) [162], a result that is clear-K

ly at variance with the experimentally observed linear T
dependence described by Eq. (7). On the other hand, the
quadrupolar Kondo model predicts that the specific heat
DC(T ) [160,180] and the magnetic susceptibility Dx(T )
[181] have the same forms as Eqs. (8) and (9), respective-
ly, both of which are consistent with experiment
[154,177,178]. Furthermore, the applicability of the quad-
rupolar Kondo model to the Y U Pd system requires12x x 3

41that the ground state of U in the cubic crystal CEF be
the G non-magnetic doublet which carries an electric3

quadrupole moment. (In a cubic CEF, the nine-fold
41degenerate J54 Hund’s rule multiplet of U is split into

G and G triplets, a G singlet, and a G non-magnetic4 5 1 3

doublet.) Several inelastic neutron scattering (INS) experi-
ments have been carried out in an effort to determine the

41ground state of U in the Y U Pd system [182–184],12x x 3

although the results are not consistent with one another.
41Mook et al. [182] inferred that the U groundstate is the

G non-magnetic doublet from INS measurements on3

Y U Pd , whereas Dai et al. [183] concluded that the0.8 0.2 3
41U groundstate is the G triplet from polarized INS5

studies of Y U Pd with x50.2 and 0.45. Recently, Bull12x x 3
41et al. [184] deduced that the U groundstate is the G3

doublet with a low-lying G triplet first excited state from5

INS measurements on Y U Pd with x50.2, 0.28, 0.3712x x 3

Fig. 23. The U contribution to the electrical resistivity, Dr, specific heat, and 0.45. Furthermore, they observed that the low-energy
DC, and magnetic susceptibility, Dx, of Y U Pd , plotted as: (a)0.8 0.2 3 excitation moves towards zero-energy transfer, with de-
log[1 2 Dr(T ) /Dr(0)] vs. log T; (b) DC(T ) /T vs. log T; and (c) Dx(T ) creasing U concentration, leading to a groundstate in1 / 2vs. T . After Ref. [176].

which the G doublet and G triplet states become nearly3 5

degenerate for x50.2.
It should be noted that the U concentration range within

0.3 K. Within the context of a two-channel spin21/2 which NFL behavior in the Y U Pd system is observed12x x 3

Kondo model, this upturn in DC(T ) /T could be due to a (0,x&0.2) is contiguous with the region in which spin
41lifting of the degeneracy of a U doublet ground state by glass freezing occurs. This suggests that the NFL behavior

an exchange field or the CEF, which could remove the in the physical properties at low temperature may be
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associated with a magnetic quantum critical point (QCP) at
x¯0.2. Andraka and Tsvelik [168], who performed mea-
surements of r, C and M as a function of T and H on a
Y U Pd specimen of composition x50.2, concluded12x x 3

from the scaling behavior of C(T,H ) and M(T,H ) with
H /T, that the NFL behavior was associated with a second-
order phase transition at T50 K.

7.2. The U M Pd Al (M5Y, Th) systems12x x 2 3

During the last several years, we have identified two
systems, U M Pd Al (M5Y, Th), that exhibit NFL12x x 2 3

behavior at low temperatures which apparently originates
from two different mechanisms, an unconventional Kondo
effect (M5Th) and fluctuations of an order parameter in
the vicinity of an AFM quantum critical point (M5Y).
Curiously, these two systems are derived by substituting
different elements (Y and Th) into the same parent
compound, UPd Al .2 3

Temperature–composition (T–x) phase diagrams for the
U M Pd Al (M5Y, Th) systems are shown in Fig.12x x 2 3

24(a) and (b) for M5Th and Y, respectively [185]. The
phase diagrams for the Th and Y substitutions are dramati-
cally different. With increasing Th concentration x below
x¯0.2, T and T decrease only slightly [154,186],N c

whereas the features in r(T ), C(T ) and x(T ) associated
with the AFM and superconducting transitions are sup- Fig. 24. Temperature–composition (T–x) phase diagrams for (a)

U Th Pd Al , and (b) U Y Pd Al . Antiferromagnetic (AFM),pressed rapidly [154]. The small decrease of T and T 12x x 2 3 12x x 2 3N c
superconducting (SC), Kondo, and non-Fermi liquid (NFL) regimes arewith x suggests that U is tetravalent in U Th Pd Al in12x x 2 3

´identified in the figures. The meaning of the symbols are: T , NeelNthe region where AFM order and SC are observed (0#x&
temperature; T , Kondo temperature; T , superconducting critical tem-K c0.2) [186]. perature. After Ref. [185].

As x in the U Th Pd Al system is increased further,12x x 2 3

a crossover occurs in the range 0.2&x&0.4 to a NFL
regime for 0.6&x&1. In the NFL regime, r(T ) and x(T ) similar to the tetravalency of U in the range x&0.2 where
exhibit Kondo-like behavior at high temperatures and NFL AFM order and superconductivity are found, as inferred

3 / 2behavior at low temperatures T , T [154,187]. The NFL from the small changes of T and T with x. The TK N c

characteristics in r(T ), C(T ) and x(T ) scale with U behavior of Dr (T ) of U Th Pd Al is similar to thatK 12x x 2 3

concentration (12x) and T , indicating that the NFL observed in the stoichiometric compounds CePd Si andK 2 2

behavior is a single ion phenomenon, presumably associ- CeIn at pressures near the critical pressure at which T of3 N

ated with an unconventional magnetic moment screening these AFM compounds vanishes (and where superconduc-
mechanism (Kondo effect). tivity is observed) [157], and CeNi Ge at atmospheric2 2

3 / 2The U contributions to r(T ), C(T ) and x(T ) in pressure [156]. Here, the T behavior of Dr(T ) is
U Th Pd Al have the following T dependences: (i) attributed to AFM spin fluctuations in a three-dimensional12x x 2 3

Dr(T ) 5 Dr 1 Dr (T ), where Dr (T ) 5 Dr (0)[1 2 a(T / (3-D) antiferromagnet with T 50 K. However, in thec K K K N
nT ) ], with n¯1.5, T ¯20 K, and a¯0.2 [188]. The U Th Pd Al system, there is no readily identifiableK K 12x x 2 3

potential scattering term Dr and the Kondo scattering AFM QCP and the NFL behavior extends over a largec

contribution Dr (0) both scale with U concentration range of Th composition x and scales with T and UK K

(12x) and the Kondo temperature T is independent of x. composition (12x). Moreover, in the U Y Pd Al sys-K 12x x 2 3

(ii) DC(T ) /T~2[(1 2 x) /T ] ln(T /T ) [154,176] or tem, where there does appear to be an AFM QCP atK K
211l

DC(T ) /T~(1 2 x)(T /T ) with l50.8 [189]. (iii) x ¯0.7, r(T ) is a linear function of T at low temperaturesK c
211l

Dx(T )~(1 2 x)(T /T ) with l¯0.5–0.6 [154,189]. for samples with x near x , as described below.K c

Similar results for Dx(T ) were obtained by Strydom et al. In contrast to the U Th Pd Al system, T and T12x x 2 3 N c

[190]. decrease rapidly to zero with increasing x in the
The result that T is independent of x is consistent with U Y Pd Al system, with NFL behavior occurring in theK 12x x 2 3

tetravalency of U in U Th Pd Al in the NFL regime, vicinity of the x ¯0.7 QCP where T vanishes [191]. In12x x 2 3 c N
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the U Y Pd Al system, r(T ), C(T ) and x(T ) have the resistivity of the AFM compounds CeIn and CePd Si at12x x 2 3 3 2 2

´following T dependences at low temperatures [191]: (i) various pressures up to |30 kbar. The Neel temperature
211l T , determined from a discontinuity in the slope dr /dT atr(T )~T (0.1 K # T # 7 K); (ii) C(T ) /T~2ln T or T N

T , was found to decrease slowly and monotonically withwith l¯0.8 [191] (0.6 K#T #5 K); (iii) x(T )~[1 2 N
1 / 2 increasing P for both compounds and to extrapolate to zero(T /T ) ] with T ¯30 K (0.4 K#T #7 K). The NFLo o

at a critical pressure P of |28 kbar for CeIn and |26characteristics near the AFM QCP of the U Y Pd Al c 312x x 2 3

kbar for CePd Si . It was observed that near P , r variessystem are similar to those of the CeCu Au system 2 2 c62x x
1.660.2 1.260.1m as T for CeIn and as T for CePd Si (over[192], where T ~(x 2 x ) with m ¯1, r~T, C /T~2ln T, 3 2 2N c

1 / 2 nearly two decades in temperature down to the milliKelvinand x | (1 2 cT ). In the CeCu Au system, this62x x

range), indicative of NFL behavior for both compounds.behavior has been suggested to be due to 2-D AFM spin
For antiferromagnets near the QCP at P , r(T ) is expectedfluctuations [193,194]. Further experiments will be re- c

nto vary as T with n53/2 in 3-D and 1 in 2-D, while T isquired to determine whether a case can be made for 2-D N
mexpected to vary as (P 2 P ) with m 52/3 in 3-D and 1spin fluctuations in the U Y Pd Al system, as well. c12x x 2 3

41 31 in 2-D. The behavior of r(T ) and T (P) near P suggestsIt is striking that substitutions of Th and Y lead to N c

that the spin fluctuations have 3-D character in cubic CeInsuch dramatically different T–x phase diagrams with NFL 3

and 2-D character in tetragonal CePd Si . At temperaturesregimes that are apparently associated with different 2 2
41 below 1 K and pressures in a narrow region near P , theunderlying mechanisms, single ion for Th and coopera- c

31 resistivity was found to drop abruptly, indicative oftive for Y . Further research is needed to elucidate the
superconductivity for both compounds. The AFM andNFL behavior and underlying mechanisms in the
superconducting regions in the T–P phase diagram forU M Pd Al (M5Y, Th) systems.12x x 2 3

CePd Si are shown in Fig. 25. Displayed in the insets of2 2

Fig. 25 are the variation of T with P near P (upper inset)c c
1.27.3. Pressure-induced superconductivity near magnetic and a plot of r vs. T at 28 kbar (lower inset). A similar

quantum critical points T–P phase diagram was found for CeIn . These observa-3

tions suggest that the superconducting electron pairing is
Recently, Lonzarich et al. [157,195] reported measure- associated with AFM spin fluctuations, rather than

ments of the temperature dependence of the electrical phonons.

Fig. 25. Temperature–pressure (T–P) phase diagram of high-purity single-crystal CePd Si . Superconductivity occurs in a narrow range of pressure in the2 2

´vicinity of the critical pressure P where the Neel temperature T tends to 0 K (antiferromagnetic quantum critical point). In the region near P , the a-axisc N c
nresistivity in the normal state varies as T , where n51.260.1, over nearly two decades in temperature (lower inset). After Refs. [157,195].
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8. Some remarks about high-temperature oxide tations in these systems, as well as the origin of the un-
superconductors conventional superconductivity. Based upon investiga-

tions of La Sr CuO , YBa Cu O , YBa Cu O ,22x x 4 2 3 72d 2 4 8

Part of the interest in non-Fermi liquid behavior in Bi Sr CaCu O , and other high-T cuprate materials, one2 2 2 8 c

strongly correlated electron systems is associated with the can construct a generic T–x phase diagram which is shown
unconventional superconductivity found in certain classes schematically in Fig. 26. The phase diagram is very rich
of these materials, such as the f-electron heavy fermion and contains insulating, AFM, superconducting, pseudo-
materials, considered herein, and the layered copper oxide gap, 2-D non-Fermi liquid-like, and 3-D Fermi liquid-like
high-T superconductors, which have not been discussed in regions [196]. The similarity between the generic T–xc

this article. A recent brief review of high-T superconduc- phase diagram for the high-T cuprates shown in Fig. 26c c

tivity in the cuprates by the author can be found in Ref. and the f-electron compound CePd Si displayed in Fig.2 2

[196]. In spite of the disparity in the values of T , which 25 is certainly striking and suggests some common under-c

are &2 K for the f-electron heavy fermion materials but as lying physics for the two systems.
high as |133 K for the layered copper oxide superconduc-
tors, the superconducting states of both of these materials
share some striking similarities — the superconducting 9. Epilogue
phase is in close proximity to an AFM phase along the
composition or pressure axis, the superconductivity A brief survey of some of the remarkable electronic
emerges from a non-Fermi liquid, the superconducting states and superconducting and magnetic phenomena that
state appears to be anisotropic, with an energy gap that have been discovered in f-electron materials during the
may vanish at points or lines on the Fermi surface, and the past three decades was presented in this paper. This survey
superconducting electron pairing may be mediated by was very selective, and the examples were largely drawn
AFM spin fluctuations. An understanding of the source from the author’s work. For comprehensive reviews of the
of the NFL behavior in these systems may provide impor- subjects discussed herein, the reader is referred to various
tant information about the electronic structure and exci- review articles cited throughout this paper.

Fig. 26. Generic temperature–dopant concentration (T–x) phase diagram for cuprate superconductors (schematic). The solid lines labeled T and TN c

delineate the antiferromagnetic (AFM) and superconducting regions, respectively. The ‘hatched’ line, denoted T*, represents the crossover into the
pseudogap state. After Ref. [196].
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